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ABSTRACT
Combustion is one of the most difficult processes to model. It involves phase
changes, turbulent mixing, and heat transfer, etc. Luminous flames are characteristically
sooty, which creates a problem when calculating the heat transfer and energy balance of
the process; both of which are highly dependent on temperature and emissivity.
Emissivity is a measure of a material’s thermal radiation emission and can change
depending on the processes to which the material has been subjected to, including
temperature changes. Therefore, soot particle emissivity as well as gas contributions
affect the heat transfer calculation and must be accounted for.
Measuring the temperature of the process can sometimes prove to be difficult.
Thermocouples detach from test samples at high temperatures, as well as electrical and
thermal shunting may occur. Remote thermometry often requires prior knowledge of the
surface emissivity and chemiluminescence from the flame can interfere in the
measurements. Thermographic phosphors (TP) are ceramic based phosphorescent
materials that have a temperature dependent emission that can be exploited to obtain
surface temperature measurements, as well as 2D temperature maps. Emissivity
knowledge is not needed to obtain temperature and is not affected by the flame radiation
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emissions. However, since the TP is attached to the sample and it can also float into the
gas/flame, the emissivity is still needed for heat transfer and energy balance calculations.
The focus of this work is to study and measure the thermal radiation emissivity of
Dysprosium doped Yttrium Aluminum-Garnate (YAG:Dy) and Manganese doped
Magnesium Fluorogermanate (MFG:Mn). Tests were conducted on both an Aerosol
Deposited or AD (room temperature coating method that plastically deforms and bonds
the particles onto the surface) and a “painted-on” (powder mixed with alcohol and
brushed on the substrate) stainless steel sample.
For the emissivity studies a Sandia LED driver, with a UV LED (365nm), was
used as the light source to illuminate the samples inside a Watlow heater. These samples
were submitted to a temperature range of 50-550ᵒC at approximately 50ᵒC steps; the data
was collected utilizing a FLIR A655 camera. The YAG:Dy temperature vs. emissivity
curve is fairly stable. On the other hand, for the MFG:Mn, the emissivity decreases with
temperature. For both AD samples, compared to the “painted-on” samples, a decrease in
emissivity is shown which is still being investigated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In countless engineering systems, some aspect of thermodynamics, heat transfer,
and fluid mechanics is used. Only one of the disciplines or a combination from all three
might be required in the development of a reasonable solution to a design and/or analysis
of a system [1].
Heat transfer is a process that pervades many aspects of life. From power
production, heating and air-cooling systems (designed with the use of fluid flow and heat
transfer knowledge); to naturally occurring processes like environmental pollution,
greenhouse effects, storms, and fires (largely caused by heat and mass transfer). Even the
human body resorts to heat transfer for temperature control. Since heat transfer has such
an overwhelming impact on human life, it is important to be able to deal with it; and to
do so, effective understanding is needed [2].
This knowledge can create quantitative predictions that can be applied to optimize
the performance and efficiency of processes and devices. An example on how this
knowledge can be applied is in the transportation industry. Aircrafts, cars and other
combustion driven modes of transport are constantly being modified for better efficiency,
as well as lower environmental impact. Their combustion process is a combination of
fluid flow, chemical reactions and heat transfer; which means that, in order to improve
these efficiencies and lower environmentally harmful emissions, designers have a
quantitative understanding of these three processes.
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Combustion is one of the most difficult processes to model mathematically. It
involves simultaneous 3D multi-phase fluid dynamics, turbulent mixing, phase changes,
chemical kinetics, and heat transfer [3]. In the combustion of large pool fires, radiative
heat transfer governs the burning and flame spread rates and therefore is a key factor in
assessing potential fire hazards. The radiative heat feedback from the flame to the fuel
surface is controlled by the temperature and soot emissivity distribution inside the fire
[4]. Emissivity, in turn, not only depends on the surface material and nature (polished,
rough, oxidized, etc. [5-7]), but temperature as well. Therefore, redundant errors can
occur while modelling these radiative heat feedbacks if accurate knowledge of
temperature and emissivity is not provided.
Temperature, a measure of the average kinetic energy, is one of the most
important parameters used to monitor, validate and/or model an experiment. It can also
be used to characterize a materials performance or describe many everyday processes, for
example: power, refrigeration and engine cycles. Being able to accurately measure
temperature can reduce redundant errors in the models.
Thermometry, or the process of measuring temperature, can be done with any
type of thermometer, infrared thermometry or pyrometer. These can be divided into three
main groups: intrusive, non-intrusive and semi-intrusive. Depending on the type of
application any one or a combination of these can be used. Table 1 lists examples,
advantages and disadvantages for some of the different temperature measuring
techniques.
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Table 1: Example techniques, advantages and disadvantages of intrusive, semi-intrusive
and non-intrusive thermometry.

Category

Technique

Advantage
•
•
•

Invasive

Thermocouple
(TC) [8]

Requires little effort
Low cost
Different temperature
ranges depending on
the TC type

Disadvantage
•

•
•

•

Noninvasive

2D temperature maps
with high temporal and
spatial resolution

•
•

Pyrometry [8]
•

Thermochromic
liquid crystals
or temperature
sensitive paints
(TSP) [8]

•
•

•
•

Semiinvasive

•
Thermographic
Phosphors (TP)
[8-9]

•

Easy to apply
Allow an estimation of
the peak temperature
which is

•

High spatial and
temporal resolution
Broad temperature
range (cryogenic up to
1970K)
Insensitive of the
surface properties and
robust against
interferences from
scattered light,
chemiluminescence and
soot radiation.
Provided careful
handling, accuracy is
better than 1%

•
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•

•

•
•

The presence of these invasive
probes and their connections do
often have a strong impact on the
thermal state of the surface
temperature.
Spatial and temporal resolution are
limited
Most often wiring is necessary
which also proves to be a limitation
for moving system applications
May suffer from low accuracy
Requires exact knowledge of the
surface emissivity (depends on the
wavelength, detection angle and
surface properties, which might
change during operation)
Interfering light from soot radiation
or chemiluminescence is a further
source of error, which is crucial
particularly in combustion
environments.
Are generally limited to
temperatures lower than 380K
Inappropriate for time resolved
measurements
Optical access to the test volume is
required, which might end in adding
windows to an enclosure
Generally, do not process sufficient
resolution in all 3 spatial
coordinates to resolve finer scales of
turbulent combustion
Require a fairly elevated level of
operator skill
Can be more expensive than other
techniques

Thermocouples (TC) are used in many experiments since they are fast and easy to
purchase and setup; as well as cheaper than some of the other thermometry options. But,
for the case of high temperature and high voltage environments (such as combustion), the
reliability of this intrusive method becomes questionable. During testing, the TCs can
detach from the test unit, high temperatures can cause errors in the measurements due to
electrical and thermal shunting and, if the test unit is small enough, they can act as a heat
sink (Figure 1). Remote thermometry, such as IR thermometry and pyrometry can be
used as an alternative to monitor temperature. But, just as with the use of thermocouples,
there are sources of error when using remote thermometry as well as during mathematical
modeling of the systems. One of the largest sources of errors in both circumstances is a
material’s changing emissivity, along with soot interference and lack of optical access.
Phosphor thermometry is a semi-invasive, fluorescence-based thermometry
process that does not require prior knowledge of the surface characteristics to obtain the
temperature. Therefore, emissivity is not needed to measure the temperature using this
process; however, since it is semi-intrusive, the emissivity is still needed to obtain the
energy balance for modeling and heat transfer calculations.

Figure 1. Example of Heat Sink Effects from a Thermocouple on a Small Test Sample.
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Figure 2. Example of Captured Thermographic Phosphor Emission in a chemiluminescent off-gas
Plume.

Thermographic phosphors are also used to measure temperatures in a flow [10] as
well as for surfaces exposed to combustion environments [11-14]. Figure 2 shows an
example of excited thermographic phosphors in a luminescent gas flow after the off-gas
from an epoxy sample. In luminescent flame, would the radiative emissions from these
particles have to be taken into consideration for the total emissivity calculation of the
flame or plume?
Since different thermographic phosphors can be used for various applications,
they are often chosen after taking into consideration the temperature range where it is
operable, signal to noise ratio, post excitation emission wavelengths, and response times.
But, should we consider emissivity as well during this selection process for the purpose
of modeling the experiment and to resolve the heat transfer and energy balance?
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Combustion and Heat Transfer
A fire, like a hydrocarbon liquid pool fire or a fire-ball from a gas release, is a
very complex and dynamic process influenced by chemical and physical parameters. The
mixing of reactants and the resulting stoichiometry of the combustion process is a
challenge to those who want to model the processes mathematically, even when complete
mixing is assumed. In large fires, different parts of the flames will have different
mixtures of reactants, and even if the combustion processes take place in fractions of
seconds, some of the chemical reactions have time scales which may enhance or reduce
the completeness of combustion inside the flame envelope. This will consequently lead to
temperature variation over the flame volume [15].
The exchange of energy between molecules that occurs when there is a
temperature difference is called heat transfer. Each body, at temperatures above the
absolute zero, emits energy in the form of radiation. As the temperature of the body
changes, the electrons transition among vibrational and rotational energy bands within an
atom or molecule. The excess energy is then emitted in the form of electromagnetic
waves or photons; also known as radiation heat transfer [16].
The radiation’s dual character or wave-particle duality (under certain
circumstances, it can either behave as a wave or a particle) creates absorption and
emission characteristics in solids, liquids and gases [16]. If all radiation is absorbed, the
body is called a black body, which is an important limiting case in heat transfer. Black
bodies are also perfect emitters, emitting the maximum possible energy at a given
6

temperature. The amount or radiation emitted by a black body was first determined
experimentally by Stefan in 1879 to be [16]:
(1)

where Eb is the emissive power of the black body, σ is the Stefan-Boldtzmann
constant, A is the area of the surface, and T is the absolute temperature. Real surfaces
emit less energy than black surfaces. When the real surface is assumed to be a gray body
(the case for most engineering problems), the emissive power can be calculated with
equation (2), where E is the emissive power of the real surface and ε is the emissivity.
(2)

2.2 Emissivity
Emissivity is a material’s surface property defined as the ratio of the energy
emitted by an object at a given temperature and wavelength, compared to that of a perfect
emitter or blackbody.
(3)

It depends on the surface’s material and conditions, as well as temperature,
wavelength and direction or angle of the emission. The variation of emissivity with
wavelength is important in some applications, like solar collectors; but in most other
circumstances, the so-called gray surface assumption is used. Gray bodies emit in the
same pattern as a black surface; but, since the gray emitted power is always a fixed
fraction less than the blackbody power, the emissivity of the gray surface does not
depend on wavelength [16].
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In the case of gases and flames, the effects of emissivity become more complex.
Radiation emitted by hydrocarbon flames, covered mostly in the infrared region (1µm to
6µm) of the electromagnetic spectrum, comes from hot gases and carbonaceous solid
particles of incandescent soot, which are created when the hydrocarbon vapors from the
burn undergo pyrolysis. Hot gases emit radiation in particular bands; however, soot
particles emit in a continuous spectrum over a wider wavelength range [17], which can
lead to erroneous remote temperature measurements, if not properly accounted for [18].
Soot, considered responsible for very luminous flames, affects the temperature of
the flame. Luminous flames have high emissive power, which is superimposed on the
emissive power of the molecules of H2O (2.7µm, 6.3µm and 20µm) and CO2 (2.7µm,
4.3µm and 15µm) [19]. In this way, it is considered that flames with high production of
soot have a high emissivity and loose much more energy by radiation, which means that
the average temperatures in this type of flames are lower than in cleaner, less sooty
flames [17].
The prediction of thermal radiation from luminous flames is an important aspect
in the analysis of flames and fires, and the basic parameter required for such predictions
is the total emissivity. An accurate prediction of flame total emissivity requires both the
contributions from the soot particles, as well as any contributions from gases [20]. If
another luminescent group of particles is added into the experiment, thermographic
phosphors in this case, it should also be taken into consideration for total emissivity as
well as heat transfer calculations.
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2.3 Thermographic Phosphors:
Laser-induced phosphorescence (LIP) measurements are based on the fact that
when excited by a light source, the thermographic phosphors emissions carry local
temperature information. In combustion research, laser induced phosphorescence has
been demonstrated to have a great potential for surface thermometry in internal
combustion engines, gas turbine and fire safety applications, and also extends to gaseous
temperature measurements involving combustion. However, there are several questions
regarding applications of LIP in combustion environments, e.g. low signal intensity at
high temperatures, combined with the strong black-body radiation of the phosphors
and/or chemiluminescence of the flame [12].
Thermographic phosphors (TP) are ceramic based powders doped with different
elements, typically rare earth metals, with a temperature-dependent luminescence; which
is exploited and used for surface temperature measurements. It has also been used to
measure temperature in combustion environments due to its insensitivity to scattered
light, e.g. chemiluminescence from combustion soot [11-14 & 21-23].

455
493

Figure 3. Spectral Response for YAG:Dy (Intensity versus Temperature versus Wavelength) [14].
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The TP is excited with a light source, i.e. Laser or LED, and the post-excitation
emission is collected and either the time or intensity dependence is analyzed [14]. For the
intensity ratio method, each thermographic phosphor has a peak at a certain wavelength
(which increases with temperature) and a constant intensity peak at another wavelength
(example in Figure 3) [14]. Taking data simultaneously at both wavelengths, a ratio
between the two signals is calculated and this can be correlated to determine the
temperature. The lifetime decay method computes the luminescence duration of the
phosphor after excitation, which exponentially shortens as temperature rises as shown in
the following equation.
(4)

The current application of the phosphors onto the desired surface consists on
weighing the amount of phosphor being used, mixing it with a fluid (typically ethanol is
used), and “painting” them on the surface of the test sample. This method is easy and fast
to use, but there is no control on the thickness or consistency of the coating or the
roughness through the surface of the sample; which can result in increased signal to noise
ratio, different saturation rates and intensities through the sample and shadows. This all
adds errors to the measured temperature (Figure 4).

Noticeable differences
in temperature through
the sample

Shadows from TC and
roughness differences
in the coating

Figure 4. Painted YAG:Dy Intensity Map.
10

Due to the high sintering temperature of ceramics typically a plasma spray is
required. Another deposition option is a chemical or vapor deposition. These types of
bonding techniques may put stress or added heat on the samples, which aren’t desired on
certain temperature sensitive applications. Other bonding techniques make the
experiment temperature dependent on the bonding agent, which is not ideal for high
temperature applications and combustion environments. A room temperature bonding
technique, called aerosol deposition (AD), that has been created to deposit ceramics on to
different surfaces is being tested for depositing thermographic phosphors [24].
2.4 Aerosol Deposition:
Aerosol Deposition (AD) was initially intended as an alternative way to create
ceramic-coated materials without the need of high sintering temperatures. This would
broaden the range of applications, allowing ceramics to be bonded with materials that
have lower melting points. Some of the applications and components on which AD has
been successfully tested include aluminum, piezoelectric materials, titanium dioxide,
biocomponents, magnetic materials, fuel cells, sensing materials, and batteries [25-28].

Figure 5. Sample Schematic of Aerosol Deposition Coating Process [24].
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AD is a new, room temperature coating technique which requires no input thermal
energy, no binders, and only uses the kinetic energy (supersonic velocities) of the
particles to produce highly dense coatings. The Aerosol Deposition process uses nano-tomicron-sized feedstock particles, which are accelerated to supersonic velocities to create
metallic, ceramic, and carbide coatings [28-29]. The carrier gas usually consists of N2 or
He and transports dry particles of the desired material to a nozzle, where they are
accelerated into a vacuum chamber.
The supersonic particles impinge on the surface of the substrate and plastically
deform (ceramics included), resulting in a strong mechanical bond between the substrate
and coating material [28-31]. Each subsequent collision tamps the surface to produce a
highly dense, void-free, adherent coating, capable of large thickness (up to 10s of
microns). The shock involved during collisions results in fragmentation of the particles
and produces grain sizes on the order of 10s of nanometers (ideal for inexpensive
polycrystalline laser materials). A schematic of the AD facility used to create the samples
used in this study and a diagram of the spray process are given in Figure 5.
Since the AD method exposes the particles to go through a ball milling and
thermal preprocess, in addition to the plastic deformation during bonding, there is a
chance that these particle’s optical properties may change. To corroborate that the
temperature dependent emissions of the thermographic phosphors are correct
spectrometers are used. This instrument detects the changes in the rotational and/or
vibrational energy levels of a molecule that produces the absorption, emission or
scattering of photons.

12

Since the temperature dependent properties of the thermographic phosphors in
this study are within the visible wavelength range, a visible spectrometer is used to verify
the emission properties have not changed. Since we are also interested in emissivity and
the thermal radiation energy, which is typically emitted in the infrared range, IR cameras
and spectrometers are used to capture these emissions.
2.5 Infrared (IR) Thermometry
IR cameras not only capture radiation emissions, they are also used to measure
temperatures. No Infrared camera reads temperature directly. They read IR energy
coming from the target which includes emitted, reflected and sometimes transmitted IR
energy [3]. In formulating an energy balance on the surface, the following equation must
be considered:
(5)

Where α is absorbed energy, ρ is the reflected energy, and τ is the transmitted
energy. Today’s cameras correct for emissivity only for opaque targets whose
transmittivity is zero; which is the typical case in most engineering applications [3]. In
these cases, equation (5) becomes:
(6)

If Kirchhoff’s Law of Thermal Radiation is also assumed [16], then the
absorptivity is equal to the emissivity and a relation between reflectivity and emissivity
can be determined:
(7)
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IR cameras have these equations incorporated to their system, but if the emissivity
is not known, the temperature reading is not correct. The same way that IR cameras are
used to measure temperature when emissivity is known, the emissivity can be
backtracked from the known temperatures. By creating a calibration graph (Figure 6)
with the IR camera and heating a black body (or an object with a known steady
emissivity), the total emissivity (εt) can be calculated using this equation:
(8)

Where Imt is the intensity at the temperature measured by the IR camera, Imb is the
intensity at the measured background temperature, and IRt is the intensity at the measured
reference temperature; which, in many cases, is the temperature measured by a
thermocouple attached to the test unit [3].

Figure 6. IR Camera Temperature versus Intensity Calibration Curve [3].
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup
For this study two different thermographic phosphors (Yttrium AluminumGarnate doped with Dysprosium or YAG:Dy, and Manganese doped Magnesium
Fluorogermanate or MFG:Mn) are used and compared. One sample of each was made
with two different coating techniques (Aerosol Deposition and “painted-on”) for a total of
four samples. Because the AD process is somewhat aggressive, the spectral response in
both the visible and infrared (IR) ranges are tested to verify that the deposition method
has not affected the temperature dependent luminescent properties of these phosphors
(which are in the visible range), as well as comparing the thermal radiation in the IR
range. For the emissivity measurements, five tests were conducted with each sample,
heating them from 50ᵒC to 550ᵒC in 50ᵒC intervals; data sets of 100 images were taken at
each temperature. Small ROIs (10x10 pixels) in various parts of the sample were
analyzed during the post processing to obtain temperature versus emissivity plots.
3.1 Samples

Figure 7. Stainless steel samples. (Top left) Aerosol Deposited YAG:DY. (Top right) “Painted-on”
YAG:DY. (Bottom left) Aerosol Deposited MFG:Mn. (Bottom right) “Painted-on” MFG:Mn.
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Four stainless steel substrates were coated with thermographic phosphors. Two
were coated using the Aerosol Deposition method (one with YAG:Dy and the other with
MFG:Mn). The other two samples were prepared by mixing the TP with alcohol and
“painted-on” the sample using a regular paint brush. Thermocouples were also attached
to the back of the samples to verify at what temperature the samples were during the
experiment. Figure 7 shows the four stainless steel samples (two YAG:Dy and two
MFG:Mn) used for experimental purposes. The AD samples (top and bottom left images)
have taken a darker color after the bonding process; compared to the typical white or
lighter color of these specific phosphors (samples on the right images).
3.2 Spectral Response

3.2.1

Visible Spectral Response

The aerosol deposition process can be very stressful on the thermographic
phosphor particles. The pre-processing alone includes ball milling and thermally treating
the powders; which are then plastically deformed onto the substrates. Spectral response
tests of the samples have been done to verify that the method has not corrupted or shifted
the temperature-dependent spectral response properties of the TPs.
Since the post-excitation emissions of interest for YAG:Dy and MFG:Mn are
captured in the visible range, an OceanFX spectrometer (200nm to 850nm operation
range) was used to measure these responses. The samples were placed inside the
MELLEN calibration oven and heated to different temperatures. For both MFG:Mn
samples (“painted on” and AD) a UV (365nm) LED was used as the excitation source.
The delay generator used to operate the LED was set to operate at 30Hz and a 5ms step.
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In the case of the YAG:Dy samples, the spectrometer was not sensitive enough to capture
the excitation with the LED light source; therefore, the third harmonic of a YAG laser
(355nm) was used to excite the TP.
Figure 8 shows a schematic of the spectral response setup used. The TP postexcitation emissions are focused onto the spectrometer fiber cable with two plano-convex
(PCX) lenses. The spectrometer is connected to a computer with the OceanFX’s software
which shows the spectral responses in real time and controls the spectrometer’s
integration time, as well as other acquisition options for the system. In this case, the
integration time for the MFG:Mn samples was set to 500ms and for the YAG:Dy samples
to 1s. the different integration times are due to the light sources as well as the TPs. The
LED was kept at a higher frequency than the laser, which meant the burst were faster and
the response was more stable at this integration time; whereas for the laser, the response
read at 500ms kept “bouncing” and was more stable at 1s. With respect to how the
phosphors influenced the integration time, the MFG:Mn sample is more sensitive and
would saturate the spectrometer at the higher integration times.

TP Sample

MELLEN Oven
MELLEN Oven
Light Source

Optical
Access Ports

PCX-355nm Lenses

Spectrometer

USB
Cable

Computer with
Ocean Optics
Software

Fiber
Cable

Figure 8. Spectral Response Test Setup Schematic.
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Since the room noise (room and ambient lights) and the black body radiation from
the oven have responses within the visible wavelength range, a background at each
temperature is also taken for each measurement to subtract the contribution from the
actual post excitation signal. After acquisition the data is exported in text files and
processed using MATLAB. The code (Appendix 1.1) extracts the text files data, which
includes intensity and wavelength, creates an average of the signal minus background
data for each temperature. The data is then normalized around the respective peaks,
which will be shown in Chapter 4.1.1. And finally, a ratio between the temperature
dependent maximums is plotted.
3.2.2

IR Spectral Response

An IR spectrometer is used to measure the thermal radiation and compare the
behavior of the different samples in the infrared wavelength region. The Thorlabs
OSA205C spectrometer (optical spectrum analyzer rated for 1 to 5.6 µm) is used in the
same setup as in Figure 5; except for the fiber cable (rated for 1 to 5.6 µm). Only the UV
LED was used as the light source. The spectrometer is also connected to a computer with
the Thorlabs spectrum analyzer (TSA) software, which controls the acquisition settings of
the IR spectrum analyzer.
The TSA was set to acquire and average 50 scans at a high resolution and
medium-low sensitivity with a zero fill of 2 and a Hann apodisation. The settings were
automatically chosen by the software, which has an automatic settings feature to choose
the best settings for the current test. In addition, the OSA manual was consulted to verify
that the settings made sense. Since the IR spectral response for these phosphors has not
been studied and are not known, the post-excitation signals will be treated as a broadband
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source. For these types of sources, the manual recommends the apodisation used as well
as the resolution.
After the data is acquired it is exported into CSV files, which are then read and
post processed in MATLAB. The code (Appendix 1.2) is designed to read and extract the
data from each file, which is then plotted for all the temperatures to analyze the response.
After this, the data is normalized and averaged to better compare the responses for each
sample.
3.3 Emissivity Measurements Experimental Setup and Procedure
Infrared cameras are calibrated using a black body or some sort of material that
has a known constant emissivity. The object is heated in the same manner as the test
samples and the data at each temperature is recorded. Figure 9 shows the temperature
versus camera intensity/digital level calibration curve that can be used in combination
with equation (8) from Chapter 2.5 to obtain the material’s emissivity at a certain
temperature.

Figure 9. IR camera temperature versus intensity calibration curve [3].
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Figure 10. Emissivity IR Camera Test Experimental Setup.

For these emissivity measurements, the samples are placed inside a 120V Watlow
heater (Figure 10.C) where they are subjected to an increasing temperature range of 50550ᵒC in increments of 50ᵒC steps. The heater was controlled using a FLUKE 725
multifunction process calibrator; which also was used to read the thermocouple
temperature. A Sandia LED Driver [32] with a 365nm UV LED, along with a planoconvex lens, (Figure 10.B) were focused on the sample during testing. The driver is
powered using a BK Precision Power Supply and controlled with a Stanford Delay
Generator. The generator is set to operate at 30Hz and a 1ms step, which is the same
settings used in the IR spectral response study.
Data collection was done using a FLIR A655sc camera (Figure 10.A), controlled
with the research IR computer program. At each temperature step 100 scans were
collected and exported into CSV files. This program lets the user export the full set of
data or to choose regions of interest and export the data from that, as well as the position
of the ROIs. The full temperature data set was exported along with the ROI positions and
then processed in MATLAB. The code (Appendix 1.3) reads the CSV files and separates
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the five ROIs chosen from the FLIR software. It then averages the temperatures of the
ROIs and, incorporating equation (8) and the curve fit equation obtained from the graph
in Figure 9, backtracks the emissivity at each temperature step. The results are shown in
Chapter 4.3.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
4.1 Spectral Response

4.1.1

Visible Spectral Response

The spectral response for all four samples is used to verify that the aerosol
deposition method has not disturbed the temperature dependent spectral responses of
interest of the thermographic phosphors used in this study. YAG:Dy and MFG:Mn have
temperature dependent emissions in the visible range; therefore, the visible spectral
response needs to be compared. The visible responses for all four samples (Figures 1118) follow the typical responses found in literature [11-14 & 21-23]. This proves that the
AD process does not produce a wavelength shift in the spectral responses of interest for
the TPs in this study. Figure 11 shows the full spectral response for the painted YAG
sample. Since the responses of interest in the visible range for this phosphor are the
460nm and 500nm peaks (within the 440nm-510nm range), the ROI graphs for the AD
and painted samples are studied (Figures 12).

Figure 11. Full Visible Spectral Response for the Painted YAG:Dy Sample
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Figure 12. Spectral Response: (left) Painted YAG:Dy (right) AD YAG:Dy

Figure 12 shows the range of interest of the YAG:Dy samples. As temperature
rises, there is a visible decrease in intensity. Since YAG:Dy is often analyzed using the
ratio method; normalizing the intensity curves around the constant peak (~497nm), the
phosphors behavior can be better visualized. Figure 13 shows the normalized response
for the painted and AD samples. Both graphs show the expected increase in intensity with
temperature of the ~456nm peak, which is the other peak used to obtain the temperature
dependent ratios [14].

Figure 13. Normalized Spectral Response: (left) Painted YAG:Dy (right) AD YAG:Dy
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Figure 14. YAG:Dy Ratio Curves.

Using the maximum intensity at each peak for each temperature, the ratio data
was extracted from the spectral response (Figure 14). The AD YAG sample’s ratio curve
(blue curve) has a more noticeable slope than the painted YAG sample (red curve).
Figures 15-18 show the visible spectral responses for MFG:Mn for temperatures
from 21ᵒC to 500ᵒC. The measurements were only taken up to 500ᵒC due to the lowering
emission intensity and simultaneous increasing black body radiation from the oven as
temperature increases. Additionally, similar to YAG:Dy, the full spectral response of
MFG:Mn (Figures 15) shows the range of interest to be within 600nm and 700nm.

Figure 15. Full Visible Spectral Response for the Painted MFG:Mn Sample
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Figure 16. Normalized Spectral Response (left) Painted MFG:Mn Sample (right) AD MFG:Mn
Sample (600nm to 700nm range).

Figure 16 displays the spectral response for the wavelength range of interest for
the painted and AD MFG:Mn samples. The data for this phosphor is also normalized to
better analyzed using the peaks for the ratio method. Figure 17 shows the normalized
intensity graphs around the ~660nm peak (constant peak for the MFG:Mn). The ~630nm
peak increases with temperature, which is expected [33-34].

Figure 17. Normalized Spectral Response (left) Painted MFG:Mn Sample (right) AD MFG:Mn
Sample (600nm to 700nm range).
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Figure 18. MFG:Mn Ratio Curves.

Figure 18 compares the spectral ratios for both the painted and AD MFG:Mn
samples. The maximum intensity at the ~630nm peak is ratioed against the maximum
intensity at the ~660nm for each temperature. Unlike the ratio curves for the YAG:Dy
samples, the MFG:Mn ratios are more similar to each other.

4.1.2

IR Spectral Response

Figure 19. Painted YAG:Dy IR Spectral Response.
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Emissivity is being measured using an IR camera and the spectral responses
shown previously doesn’t cover the full IR wavelength range. Therefore, to verify that
the aerosol deposition has not affected the spectral response in this region an IR spectrum
analyzer is used. Figure 19 shows the full spectral response for the painted YAG:Dy
sample. The curves show a sort of response around the 1.6µm to 2.4µm range.
The OSA, like many other systems, has a noise floor [35]; which is a measure of
the signal created from the sum of all the noise sources and unwanted signals within the
system. The noise floor limits the smallest measurement that the instrument can take with
certainty since any measured amplitude cannot, on average, be less than the noise floor.
Figure 20 shows the noise floor provided by the manufacturer for the equipment used
(OSA205C) versus the signal collected with the instrument for the painted YAG:Dy and
MFG:Mn samples. The signals being captured by the OSA are lower than the noise floor,
which means that the response shown earlier can’t be analyzed with certainty according
to the data provided by the manufacturer.
Painted MFG:Mn Spectral Response

Painted YAG:Dy Spectral Response

Figure 20. Spectral Response versus Floor Noise for Painted YAG:Dy (left) and MFG:Mn (right).
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Even so, we can see that the curve for the data collected in this study also follows
the trend of the noise floor (with the exception of the region that seems to have a signal);
which could indicate that the noise floor provided is not an accurate representation of the
noise floor for the system that has been used here. Due to lack of time and access to the
testing area, a noise floor for the instrument could not be created for the acquisition
settings used to collect the data. The data already collected will still be analyzed
assuming that the signal is higher than the noise floor for this instrument.
The OSA displays the output intensity in different modes (power density log or
linear mode and absolute power log or linear mode). Figure 21 shows a comparison of the
different averaged normalized outputs for the painted YAG:Dy sample. Since the
emissions of these phosphors in the infrared wavelength range unknown, it will be treated
as a broadband source; therefore, the outputs will only be displayed in power density log
mode (suggested from the Thorlabs OSA overview [34]).

Figure 21. Comparison of Painted and AD YAG:Dy Averaged Spectral Responses for the Different
Outputs.
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Figure 22. YAG:Dy Normalized Spectral Response for the (left) Painted and (right) AD Samples.

As with the visible spectral response, IR spectral responses also need to be
normalized to be able to compare the data. The normalization for the YAG:Dy samples is
done using the maximum and minimum peaks within the 1.6µm to 2.4µm range. Figure
22 shows the normalized spectral responses from 100ᵒC to 600ᵒC for both the painted and
AD YAG:Dy samples. There is no noticeable temperature dependent trend in either of the
graphs (AD or painted sample).
Since the graphs in Figure 22 look cluttered and the data can’t be interpreted that
well, even after normalization, the data must be interpreted another way. Due to the lack
of noticeable change in the IR spectra response at the different temperatures, the
responses are averaged to better visualize and compare them. Figure 23 shows this
averaged comparison and there is a difference in the response between the AD and
painted YAG:Dy samples.
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Figure 23. Comparison of Averaged Normalized Painted and AD YAG:Dy IR Spectral Responses.

In the case of the MFG:Mn sample (Figure 24), a similar response range to that of
the YAG:Dy sample is seen in the 1.5µm to 2.5µm range. If we also assume that the
emissions collected for these samples are also above the noise floor for the equipment
used, then the data can also be analyzed in a similar way to that of the YAG:Dy samples.
To continue consistency, the data processed in this section will also be displayed from the
power density log output responses. The spectral response for the MFG:Mn
thermographic phosphor is also unknown in the IR range and will be treated as a
broadband source.

Figure 24. Painted MFG:Mn IR Spectral Response.
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Figure 25. MFG:Mn Normalized Spectral Response for the (left) Painted and (right) AD Samples.

The outputs for both the painted and AD MFG:Mn samples are also normalized
for consistency purposes (Figure 25). In this case the minimum and maximum peaks used
for normalization are within the 1.5µm and 2.5µm range. There are no visible
temperature dependent trends within the response; therefore, the responses are averaged
to better analyze the output between the two different deposition samples (Figure 26).
Comparing the IR spectral response between the same deposition methods (Figure 27),
there is also differences in the averaged responses.

Figure 26. Comparison of Averaged Normalized Painted and AD MFG:Mn IR Spectral Responses.
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Figure 27. Comparison of Averaged Normalized Intensities for the (left) Painted MFG:Mn and
YAG:Dy and the (right) AD MFG:Mn and YAG:Dy.

4.2 Emissivity

Equation (2) for thermal radiation is in terms of temperature, emissivity and a
constant. If the temperature changes, for the actual thermal radiation to be correct, the
other non-constant term also must change. Figure 28 displays the thermocouple
temperature (black solid line) versus the temperature read by the IR camera at a constant
emissivity. As the temperature increases, the difference between the two readings also
increases; which means the emissivity must be corrected.

Figure 28. IR camera temperature reading vs TC temperature reading. YAG:Dy (left) and MFG:Mn
(right).
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Figure 29. Sample image illustrating the polygons used for the statistical analysis.

To verify the statistical behavior and linearity of the samples and tests the data
was processed to create Figure 31 in the following manner. In each image set (16 images)
of images, two reasonably uniform polygons were selected (Figure 29) with an area of
808 pixels. The mean, standard deviation, mode, and approximate standard deviation if
the mode were the sole peak were found. Kurtosis and skewness were also recorded to
later run a script to record the bimodality criteria. In the case of the MFG sample (Figure
30), which is the sample that showed a greater variance in the temperature versus
temperature plot shown before in Figure 28, the fit is Tvis = 86.154 + 0.704 Tact with a
coefficient of determination (r-square) of 0.979. In all other cases as well, the correction
between recorded temperature as visualized and actual temperature as recorded is linear.

Figure 30. MFG Sample Linear Fit.
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Figure 31. Averaged Data Set versus Mean and Mode.

After processing the collected data for all four samples, temperature versus
emissivity plots are generated (Figures 32 & 33). Figure 32 shows the emissivity for the
10x10 pixel region of interest from each test of both thermographic phosphors. The red
dots correspond to the painted samples and the blue dots to the aerosol deposited
samples. In the case of the YAG:Dy samples, the emissivity is fairly constant, even with
the increasing temperature. On the other hand, for MFG:Mn, the emissivity has a
decreasing trend with increasing temperature. The aerosol deposition sample shows a
steeper slope than the painted sample.

Figure 32. Emissivity versus TC temperature for YAG:Dy (left) and MFG:Mn (right).
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Figure 33. Averaged Emissivity versus TC temperature for YAG:Dy (left) and MFG:Mn (right).

To better appreciate the behavior of these samples, an average of the tests at each
temperature was plotted. Figure 33 shows the average of all five tests at each
temperature. This plots only include the standard deviation error from the tests, which is
shown to be small. Additional sources of error in this test can include errors and noise
from the camera, thermocouple error, and heat fluctuations due to poor heater control. In
addition, since IR cameras take into consideration ambient conditions such as humidity,
the changes that can occur from one test day to another can also incur in additional error.
In both emissivity versus temperature graphs from Figure 31, the emissivity for
the two aerosol deposition samples is lower than the painted samples. One theory as to
why this is happening is the difference in thickness and surface finish from the two
processes. The aerosol deposition creates a coating with a lower surface roughness, as
well as a darker appearance than that of the painted samples; which can be categorized as
surface finish differences. The AD coating’s thinness could also be playing a roll on the
lowered emissivity. It is known that the thinner the TP coating is, the closer the
temperature reading will be to the actual temperature of the surface, this could also be
true for emissivity.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
The veracity and accuracy of thermal radiation modeling and experimental data is
highly dependent on knowing the correct emissivity in varying environments. In the case
of thermographic phosphors within the temperature range studied in this experiment,
there is a similarity between the curves for the two different coating techniques and
samples for each phosphor. The YAG:Dy samples show a fairly consistent emissivity in
the temperature range tested. Even though more tests are needed, this could mean that
thermographic phosphor’s can be calibrated to be used as a reference point when using IR
thermometry; though it should be noted that YAG:Dy is typically used at higher
temperatures than the studied ones, which could incur in different responses.
The aerosol deposition process does have an effect in the thermographic
phosphor’s emissivity. A decrease is seen for both thermographic phosphors used. While
the cause for this decrease still hasn’t been determined, some theories include thickness
differences, as well as surface roughness differences, which can be translated into surface
finish differences, between the samples of the same phosphors.
More tests will be conducted using different IR cameras, TP coating thicknesses,
a larger temperature range, varying heater ramp rates, a more sensitive IR spectrometer,
and test the actual applicability of utilizing thermographic phosphors for simultaneous
temperature measurement and IR reference point. Also, since the final goal is to use the
thermographic phosphors in combustions environments, future work should include tests
seeding the phosphors into a flow and studying the effects it has in the heat transfer of the
plume/flame.
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Appendix
1. MATLAB Codes
1.1 Visible Spectral Response
Visible Spectral Response for the AD MFG:Mn sample
% Background Intensity:
display('Intensity Background')
cd('E:\Wendy\2020\AD_MFG_01202020\Background')
A=dir;
Bg=zeros();
Bg2=zeros();
Bg3=zeros();
Bg4=zeros();
Bg5=zeros();
Bg6=zeros();
Bg7=zeros();
Bg8=zeros();
count=0;
countBInt=0;
data=cell(0);
sigsize=0;
BgResult=cell(0);
for p=1:size(A)
if contains(A(p).name,'.txt')
fid=fopen(A(p).name);
sigsize=sigsize+1;
data(sigsize).bgfile=A(p).name;
%
% Skip Description Text:
textscan(fid,'%[^<]');
textscan(fid,'%[^1]');

%

%

% Extract Data Points:
if contains(A(p).name,'0210')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Bg=Bg+C(:,2);
count=count+1;
end
if contains(A(p).name,'1100')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Bg2=Bg2+C(:,2);
count=count+1;
end
if contains(A(p).name,'1450')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
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Bg3=Bg3+C(:,2);
count=count+1;

%
end

%

if contains(A(p).name,'2000')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Bg4=Bg4+C(:,2);
count=count+1;
end
if contains(A(p).name,'2500')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Bg5=Bg5+C(:,2);
end
if contains(A(p).name,'3500')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Bg6=Bg6+C(:,2);
end
if contains(A(p).name,'4500')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Bg7=Bg7+C(:,2);
end
if contains(A(p).name,'5000')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Bg8=Bg8+C(:,2);
end

fclose(fid);
end
end
BgResult.Wavelength=C(:,1);
Bg=Bg./100;
Bg2=Bg2./100;
Bg3=Bg3./100;
Bg4=Bg4./136;
Bg5=Bg5./100;
Bg6=Bg6./100;
Bg7=Bg7./100;
Bg8=Bg8./100;
BgResults(:,1)=Bg(:,1);
BgResults(:,2)=Bg2(:,1);
BgResults(:,3)=Bg3(:,1);
BgResults(:,4)=Bg4(:,1);
BgResults(:,5)=Bg5(:,1);
BgResults(:,6)=Bg6(:,1);
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BgResults(:,7)=Bg7(:,1);
BgResults(:,8)=Bg8(:,1);

Signal Intensity:
display('Signal')
cd('E:\Wendy\2020\AD_MFG_01202020\Signal')
A=dir;
Sg=zeros();
Sg2=zeros();
Sg3=zeros();
Sg4=zeros();
Sg5=zeros();
Sg6=zeros();
Sg7=zeros();
Sg8=zeros();
count=0;
Sigdata=cell(0);
sigsize=0;
SgResult=cell(0);
for p=1:size(A)
if contains(A(p).name,'.txt')
fid=fopen(A(p).name);
sigsize=sigsize+1;
Sigdata(sigsize).bgfile=A(p).name;
%
% Skip Description Text:
textscan(fid,'%[^<]');
textscan(fid,'%[^1]');
% Extract Data Points:
if contains(A(p).name,'0210')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Sg=Sg+C(:,2);
end
if contains(A(p).name,'1100')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Sg2=Sg2+C(:,2);
end
if contains(A(p).name,'1450')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Sg3=Sg3+C(:,2);
end
if contains(A(p).name,'2000')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Sg4=Sg4+C(:,2);
count=count+1;
end
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if contains(A(p).name,'2500')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Sg5=Sg5+C(:,2);
end
if contains(A(p).name,'3500')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Sg6=Sg6+C(:,2);
end
if contains(A(p).name,'4500')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Sg7=Sg7+C(:,2);
end
if contains(A(p).name,'5000')
C=fscanf(fid,'%f',[2 Inf])';
Sg8=Sg8+C(:,2);
end

fclose(fid);
end
end
SgResult.Wavelength=C(:,1);
Sg=Sg./100;
Sg2=Sg2./100;
Sg3=Sg3./100;
Sg4=Sg4./100;
Sg5=Sg5./100;
Sg6=Sg6./100;
Sg7=Sg7./100;
Sg8=Sg8./100;
SgResults(:,1)=Sg(:,1);
SgResults(:,2)=Sg2(:,1);
SgResults(:,3)=Sg3(:,1);
SgResults(:,4)=Sg4(:,1);
SgResults(:,5)=Sg5(:,1);
SgResults(:,6)=Sg6(:,1);
SgResults(:,7)=Sg7(:,1);
SgResults(:,8)=Sg8(:,1);

Corrected Intensity and maximum in the 550-750nm range
Intensity=SgResults-BgResults;
Intensity=Intensity(879:1370,:);
Max=zeros();
Min=zeros();
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for i=1:8
Max(i)=max(Intensity(:,i));
Min(i)=min(Intensity(:,i));
end

Normalized Intensity in the 550-750nm range
a=0;
b=1;
NormI=zeros();
for j=1:8
for i=1:length(Intensity)
NormI(i,j)=a+(Intensity(i,j)-Min(j)).*(b-a)./(Max(j)-Min(j));
end
end

Graphs (wavelength corrected to match the LEDs 365nm and normalized Intensity used)
figure
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,smooth(NormI(:,1)),'r')
hold on
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,smooth(NormI(:,2)),'b')
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,smooth(NormI(:,4)),'g')
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,smooth(NormI(:,6)),'m')
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,smooth(NormI(:,7)),'k')
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,smooth(NormI(:,8)),'Color',[0.9290, 0.6940,
0.1250])
xlabel('Wavelength (nm)')
ylabel('Intensity')
legend('21C','100C','200C','300C','400C','500C')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm)')
ylabel('Normalized Intensity (A.U.)')
title('Normalized Spectral Response for AD MFG:Mn')
xlim([600 700])
hold off
figure
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,Intensity(:,1),'r')
hold on
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,Intensity(:,2),'b')
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,Intensity(:,4),'g')
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,Intensity(:,6),'m')
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,Intensity(:,7),'k')
plot(SgResult.Wavelength(879:1370)+20.3180,Intensity(:,8),'Color',[0.9290, 0.6940,
0.1250])
xlabel('Wavelength (nm)')
ylabel('Intensity')
legend('21C','100C','200C','300C','400C','500C')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm)')
ylabel('Intensity')
title('Spectral Response of AD MFG Sample')
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xlim([600 700])
hold off

Ratios
NormI630=NormI(184:220,:);
NormI660=NormI(255:280,:);
NormMax630=zeros();
NormMax660=zeros();
for i=1:8
NormMax630(i)=max(NormI630(:,i));
NormMax660(i)=max(NormI660(:,i));
end
NormRatio=NormMax660./NormMax630;
Temp=[21 110 145 200 250 350 450 500];
figure
plot(Temp,NormRatio,'o--')
hold on
ylabel('Ratio A.U. (660nm/630nm)')
xlabel('Temperature (C)')
title('Intensity Ratio for AD MFG Sample')
legend('Background Substracted Intensity','Normalized Background Substracted
Intensity','Location','northwest')
hold off
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1.2 IR Spectral Response
IR Spectral Response Processing for the AD MFG:Mn Sample
clc
clear all
close all
disp('AD MFG') %Display current sample for which the that is being processed
file='E:\Wendy\UNM Research\Emissivity\AD_MFG_IRspectr_03032020\LED';
cd(file)
Bdir=dir;
APLin=zeros(268349,7);
APLog=zeros(268349,7);
PDLin=zeros(268349,7);
PDLog=zeros(268349,7);
for a=1:length(Bdir)
file='E:\Wendy\UNM Research\Emissivity\AD_MFG_IRspectr_03032020\LED';
cd(file)
A=Bdir(a).name;
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if contains(A,'AbsolutePower_Log')
cd(A)
Dir=dir;
for i=1:length(Dir)
B=Dir(i).name;
if contains(B,'.csv')
Data=xlsread(B);
APLog(:,i-2)=Data(86:length(Data),2);
end
end
elseif contains(A,'AbsolutePower_Lin')
cd(A)
Dir=dir;
for i=1:length(Dir)
B=Dir(i).name;
if contains(B,'.csv')
Data=xlsread(B);
APLin(:,i-2)=Data(86:length(Data),2);
end
end
elseif contains(A,'PowerDensity_Lin')
cd(A)
Dir=dir;
for i=1:length(Dir)
B=Dir(i).name;
if contains(B,'.csv')
Data=xlsread(B);
PDLin(:,i-2)=Data(86:length(Data),2);
end
end
elseif contains(A,'PowerDensity_Log')
cd(A)
Dir=dir;
for i=1:length(Dir)
B=Dir(i).name;
if contains(B,'.csv')
Data=xlsread(B);
PDLog(:,i-2)=Data(86:length(Data),2);
end
end
end
end
Wave=Data(86:length(Data),1); %Wavelength for all data sets
wave=Wave./1000; %Convert wavelngth to micrometer for semilogx plots

Noise Floor
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cd('E:\Wendy\UNM Research\Emissivity\OSA')
files=dir;
for i=1:length(files)
A=files(i).name;
if contains(A,'.csv')
if contains(A,'AP')
B=xlsread(A);
wavelengthAP=B(:,1);
DataAP=B(:,2);
end
if contains(A,'PD')
B=xlsread(A);
wavelengthPD=B(:,1);
DataPD=B(:,2);
end
end
end
cd(file)
cd('Figures') %To store figures in their own folder
figure
for i=2:7
semilogx(wave,PDLog(:,i))
hold on
end
semilogx(wavelengthPD,smooth(DataPD),'LineWidth',6)
title('AD MFG:Mn Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Intensity (dB/nm_A_i_r/D)')
legend('100C','200C','300C','400C','500C','600C','Noise Floor')
grid on
xlim([1 5.6])
hold off
saveas(gcf,'LOGFullSpectralResponsePDLog.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'LOGFullSpectralResponsePDLog.fig')
figure
for i=2:7
semilogx(wave,APLog(:,i))
hold on
end
semilogx(wavelengthAP,smooth(DataAP),'LineWidth',6)
title('AD MFG:Mn Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Intensity (dB/D)')
grid on
legend('100C','200C','300C','400C','500C','600C','Noise Floor')
xlim([1 5.6])
hold off
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saveas(gcf,'LOGFullSpectralResponseAPLog.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'LOGFullSpectralResponseAPLog.fig')

Full IR Spectral Response
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave,APLog(:,i))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn IR Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Intensity (dB/D)')
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
xlim([1000 5600])
hold off
saveas(gcf,'FullSpectralResponseAPLog.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'FullSpectralResponseAPLog.fig')
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave,APLin(:,i))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn IR Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Intensity (nW/D)')
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
xlim([1000 5600])
hold off
saveas(gcf,'FullSpectralResponseAPLin.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'FullSpectralResponseAPLin.fig')
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave,PDLog(:,i))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn IR Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Intensity (dB/nm_A_i_r/D)')
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
xlim([1000 5600])
hold off
saveas(gcf,'FullSpectralResponsePDLog.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'FullSpectralResponsePDLog.fig')
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave,PDLin(:,i))
hold on
end
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title('AD MFG:Mn IR Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Intensity (nW/nm_A_i_r/D)')
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
xlim([1000 5600])
hold off
saveas(gcf,'FullSpectralResponsePDLin.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'FullSpectralResponsePDLin.fig')

ROI Spectral Response
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave,APLog(:,i))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn IR Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Intensity (dB/D)')
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
xlim([1500 2500])
hold off
saveas(gcf,'SpectralResponseAPLog.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'SpectralResponseAPLog.fig')
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave,APLin(:,i))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn IR Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Intensity (nW/D)')
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
xlim([1500 2500])
hold off
saveas(gcf,'SpectralResponseAPLin.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'SpectralResponseAPLin.fig')
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave,PDLog(:,i))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn IR Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Intensity (dB/nm_A_i_r/D)')
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
xlim([1500 2500])
hold off
saveas(gcf,'SpectralResponsePDLog.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'SpectralResponsePDLog.fig')
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figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave,PDLin(:,i))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn IR Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Intensity (nW/nm_A_i_r/D)')
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
xlim([1500 2500])
hold off
saveas(gcf,'SpectralResponsePDLin.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'SpectralResponsePDLin.fig')
close all

Average and Normalized IR Spectral Response
%Average of data
ADAPLogavg=(APLog(:,7)+APLog(:,2)+APLog(:,3)+APLog(:,4)+APLog(:,5)+APLog(:,6))./6;
ADAPLinavg=(APLin(:,7)+APLin(:,2)+APLin(:,3)+APLin(:,4)+APLin(:,5)+APLin(:,6))./6;
ADPDLogavg=(PDLog(:,7)+PDLog(:,2)+PDLog(:,3)+PDLog(:,4)+PDLog(:,5)+PDLog(:,6))./6;
ADPDLinavg=(PDLin(:,7)+PDLin(:,2)+PDLin(:,3)+PDLin(:,4)+PDLin(:,5)+PDLin(:,6))./6;
%Normalization
NormAPLog=zeros(87103:7);
NormAPLin=zeros(87103:7);
NormPDLog=zeros(87103:7);
NormPDLin=zeros(87103:7);
for i=1:7
NormAPLog(:,i)=(APLog(108935:196037,i)min(APLog(108935:196037,i)))./(max(APLog(108935:196037,i))-min(APLog(108935:196037,i)));
NormAPLin(:,i)=(APLin(108935:196037,i)min(APLin(108935:196037,i)))./(max(APLin(108935:196037,i))-min(APLin(108935:196037,i)));
NormPDLog(:,i)=(PDLog(108935:196037,i)min(PDLog(108935:196037,i)))./(max(PDLog(108935:196037,i))-min(PDLog(108935:196037,i)));
NormPDLin(:,i)=(PDLin(108935:196037,i)min(PDLin(108935:196037,i)))./(max(PDLin(108935:196037,i))-min(PDLin(108935:196037,i)));
end
ADNormAPLogavg=(ADAPLogavg(108935:196037)min(ADAPLogavg(108935:196037)))./(max(ADAPLogavg(108935:196037))min(ADAPLogavg(108935:196037)));
ADNormAPLinavg=(ADAPLinavg(108935:196037)min(ADAPLinavg(108935:196037)))./(max(ADAPLinavg(108935:196037))min(ADAPLinavg(108935:196037)));
ADNormPDLogavg=(ADPDLogavg(108935:196037)min(ADPDLogavg(108935:196037)))./(max(ADPDLogavg(108935:196037))min(ADPDLogavg(108935:196037)));
ADNormPDLinavg=(ADPDLinavg(108935:196037)min(ADPDLinavg(108935:196037)))./(max(ADPDLinavg(108935:196037))min(ADPDLinavg(108935:196037)));
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Normalized data
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave(108935:196037),smooth(NormAPLog(:,i)))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn Normalized Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Normalized Intensity (A.U.)')
xlim([1500 2500])
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
hold off
saveas(gcf,'NormalizedResponseAPLog.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'NormalizedResponseAPLog.fig')
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave(108935:196037),smooth(NormAPLin(:,i)))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn Normalized Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Normalized Intensity (A.U.)')
xlim([1500 2500])
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
hold off
saveas(gcf,'NormalizedResponseAPLin.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'NormalizedResponseAPLin.fig')
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave(108935:196037),smooth(NormPDLog(:,i)))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn Normalized Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Normalized Intensity (A.U.)')
xlim([1500 2500])
legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
hold off
saveas(gcf,'NormalizedResponsePDLog.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'NormalizedResponsePDLog.fig')
figure
for i=2:7
plot(Wave(108935:196037),smooth(NormPDLin(:,i)))
hold on
end
title('AD MFG:Mn Normalized Spectral Response')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
ylabel('Normalized Intensity (A.U.)')
xlim([1500 2500])
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legend('100','200','300','400','500','600')
hold off
saveas(gcf,'NormalizedResponsePDLin.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'NormalizedResponsePDLin.fig')

Normalized Averages
cd('E:\Wendy\UNM Research\Emissivity\AveragedComparisons')
figure
plot(Wave(108935:196037),smooth(ADNormAPLogavg))
hold on
plot(Wave(108935:196037),smooth(ADNormAPLinavg))
plot(Wave(108935:196037),smooth(ADNormPDLogavg))
plot(Wave(108935:196037),smooth(ADNormPDLinavg))
title('Normalized Average Intensities of the Different Outputs for AD MFG:Mn')
ylabel('Normalized Intensity (A.U.)')
xlabel('Wavelength (nm_A_i_r)')
xlim([1500 2500])
legend('APLog','APLin','PDLog','PDLin')
hold off
saveas(gcf,'ADMFGOutputCompare.jpg')
saveas(gcf,'ADMFGOutputCompare.fig')
close all
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1.3 Emissivity Measurements
Emissivity Measurements for the MFG:Mn Samples
file='E:\Wendy 2019\UNM Research\Mg_LED_06_12_2019';
cd(file)
sdir=dir;
c=0;
MeanPaintTemp1=zeros();
MeanPaintTemp2=zeros();
MeanPaintMetalTemp1=zeros();
MeanPaintMetalTemp2=zeros();
MeanADTemp1=zeros();
MeanADTemp2=zeros();
MeanADTemp3=zeros();
MeanADMetalTemp1=zeros();
MeanADMetalTemp2=zeros();
MeanBgTemp=zeros();
TrueTCTemp=[29.8 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.6 75 75.7 76.7 76.9 77.3 101 102.1 103 103.9
104.6 124 126 127 128.5 131.6 148.3 148.6 149.3 149.6 149.7 170.8 172.5 172.9 175.3 177
200.3 201 201.3 201.1 201.8 223.2 223.7 223.8 224 225 248.7 249 249.2 249.7 249.9 274.9
275.2 275.3 275.3 275.8 296.4 296.5 299.5 299.6 300.6 323.3 323.7 323.2 326.3 326.4 348
349.7 350.4 350.3 351.3 374 374.1 374.9 376.1 378 397 397.3 398.4 404.8 405 425.8 426.3
426.3 427 428.3 443.4 448.9 449.3 450.7 450.6 477 476.8 475.5 478.2 479.9 498.6 498.9
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499.7 500.3 500.8 525.9 525 525 525.5 526.4 540 542 544 545];
%TrueTCTemp=TrueTCTemp(42:47);

ROI images
% for a=5
%
file='E:\UNM\EMMISIVITY_TEST\Mg_LED_06_12_2019';
%
cd(file)
%
SDir=dir;
%
A=SDir(a).name;
%
if not(contains(A,'.seq'))&&not(contains(A,'.'))
%
if contains(A,'003')
%
cd(A)
%
Sdir=dir;
%
for b=1:length(Sdir)
%
B=Sdir(b).name;
%
if contains(B,'.bmp')
%
figure
%
imshow(B)
%
display(B)
%
end
%
end
%
end
%
end
% end
for a=102:length(sdir)
file='E:\Wendy 2019\UNM Research\Mg_LED_06_12_2019';
cd(file)
SDir=dir;
A=SDir(a).name;
if not(contains(A,'.seq'))&&not(contains(A,'.'))
cd(A)
Sdir=dir;
PaintTemp1=zeros();
PaintTemp2=zeros();
PaintMetalTemp1=zeros();
PaintMetalTemp2=zeros();
BgTemp=zeros();
ADTemp1=zeros();
ADTemp2=zeros();
ADTemp3=zeros();
ADMetalTemp1=zeros();
ADMetalTemp2=zeros();
TapeTemp=zeros();
BlockTemp=zeros();
count=0;
c=c+1;
for b=1:length(Sdir)
B=Sdir(b).name;
if contains(B,'.csv')
CSV=xlsread(B);
PaintTemp1=CSV(203:213,412:421)+PaintTemp1;
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PaintTemp2=CSV(188:198,417:428)+PaintTemp2;
PaintMetalTemp1=CSV(143:147,432:436)+PaintMetalTemp1;
PaintMetalTemp2=CSV(230:234,414:418)+PaintMetalTemp2;
BgTemp=CSV(232:240,1:7)+BgTemp;
ADTemp1=CSV(187:191,409:413)+ADTemp1;
ADTemp2=CSV(178:182,410:414)+ADTemp2;
ADTemp3=CSV(197:201,407:411)+ADTemp3;
ADMetalTemp1=CSV(157:161,409:413)+ADMetalTemp1;
ADMetalTemp2=CSV(154:158,398:402)+ADMetalTemp2;
count=count+1;
end
end
%Mean Temps
MeanPaintTemp1(c)=mean(mean(PaintTemp1./count));
MeanPaintTemp2(c)=mean(mean(PaintTemp2./count));
MeanPaintMetalTemp1(c)=mean(mean(PaintMetalTemp1./count));
MeanPaintMetalTemp2(c)=mean(mean(PaintMetalTemp2./count));
MeanBgTemp(c)=mean(mean(BgTemp./count));
MeanADTemp1(c)=mean(mean(ADTemp1./count));
MeanADTemp2(c)=mean(mean(ADTemp2./count));
MeanADTemp3(c)=mean(mean(ADTemp3./count));
MeanADMetalTemp1(c)=mean(mean(ADMetalTemp1./count));
MeanADMetalTemp2(c)=mean(mean(ADMetalTemp2./count));
end
display(A)
end
for a=1:101
file='E:\Wendy 2019\UNM Research\Mg_LED_06_12_2019';
cd(file)
SDir=dir;
A=SDir(a).name;
if not(contains(A,'.seq'))&&not(contains(A,'.'))
cd(A)
Sdir=dir;
PaintTemp1=zeros();
PaintTemp2=zeros();
PaintMetalTemp1=zeros();
PaintMetalTemp2=zeros();
BgTemp=zeros();
ADTemp1=zeros();
ADTemp2=zeros();
ADTemp3=zeros();
ADMetalTemp1=zeros();
ADMetalTemp2=zeros();
TapeTemp=zeros();
BlockTemp=zeros();
count=0;
c=c+1;
for b=1:length(Sdir)
B=Sdir(b).name;
if contains(B,'.csv')
CSV=xlsread(B);
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PaintTemp1=CSV(203:213,412:421)+PaintTemp1;
PaintTemp2=CSV(188:198,417:428)+PaintTemp2;
PaintMetalTemp1=CSV(143:147,432:436)+PaintMetalTemp1;
PaintMetalTemp2=CSV(230:234,414:418)+PaintMetalTemp2;
BgTemp=CSV(232:240,1:7)+BgTemp;
ADTemp1=CSV(187:191,409:413)+ADTemp1;
ADTemp2=CSV(178:182,410:414)+ADTemp2;
ADTemp3=CSV(197:201,407:411)+ADTemp3;
ADMetalTemp1=CSV(157:161,409:413)+ADMetalTemp1;
ADMetalTemp2=CSV(154:158,398:402)+ADMetalTemp2;
count=count+1;
end
end
%Mean Temps
MeanPaintTemp1(c)=mean(mean(PaintTemp1./count));
MeanPaintTemp2(c)=mean(mean(PaintTemp2./count));
MeanPaintMetalTemp1(c)=mean(mean(PaintMetalTemp1./count));
MeanPaintMetalTemp2(c)=mean(mean(PaintMetalTemp2./count));
MeanBgTemp(c)=mean(mean(BgTemp./count));
MeanADTemp1(c)=mean(mean(ADTemp1./count));
MeanADTemp2(c)=mean(mean(ADTemp2./count));
MeanADTemp3(c)=mean(mean(ADTemp3./count));
MeanADMetalTemp1(c)=mean(mean(ADMetalTemp1./count));
MeanADMetalTemp2(c)=mean(mean(ADMetalTemp2./count));
end
display(A)
end
%Mean Temps
MeanPaintTemp=(MeanPaintTemp1+MeanPaintTemp2)./2;
MeanPaintMetalTemp=(MeanPaintMetalTemp1+MeanPaintMetalTemp2)./2;
MeanADTemp=(MeanADTemp1+MeanADTemp2+MeanADTemp3)./3;
MeanADMetalTemp=(MeanADMetalTemp1+MeanADMetalTemp2)./2;
%Mean Levels
LMeanPaint=1.406.*(MeanPaintTemp.^2)+(-42.66.*MeanPaintTemp)+2802;
LMeanPaintMetal=1.406.*(MeanPaintMetalTemp.^2)+(-42.66.*MeanPaintMetalTemp)+2802;
LMeanBg=1.406.*(MeanBgTemp.^2)+(-42.66.*MeanBgTemp)+2802;
LMeanAD=1.406.*(MeanADTemp.^2)+(-42.66.*MeanADTemp)+2802;
LMeanADMetal=1.406.*(MeanADMetalTemp.^2)+(-42.66.*MeanADMetalTemp)+2802;
LMeanTrueTC=1.406.*(TrueTCTemp.^2)+(-42.66.*TrueTCTemp)+2802;
%Emissivity
EPaintTrue=(LMeanPaint-LMeanBg)./(LMeanTrueTC-LMeanBg);
EPaintMetalTrue=(LMeanPaintMetal-LMeanBg)./(LMeanTrueTC-LMeanBg);
EADTrue=(LMeanAD-LMeanBg)./(LMeanTrueTC-LMeanBg);
EADMetalTrue=(LMeanADMetal-LMeanBg)./(LMeanTrueTC-LMeanBg);

Graphs
figure
plot(TrueTCTemp,TrueTCTemp,'Color','k')
hold on
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plot(TrueTCTemp,MeanADTemp,'Color','b','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','MarkerSize',10)
plot(TrueTCTemp,MeanADMetalTemp,'Color','m','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','MarkerSize',
10)
plot(TrueTCTemp,MeanPaintTemp,'Color','r','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','MarkerSize',10
)
plot(TrueTCTemp,MeanPaintMetalTemp,'Color','g','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','MarkerSiz
e',10)
title('MFG:Mn IR vs TC Temperature')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('IR Temperature (C)')
legend('TC','AD','AD Metal','Painted','Painted Metal','Location','northwest')
hold off
figure
plot(TrueTCTemp,TrueTCTemp,'Color','k')
hold on
plot(TrueTCTemp,MeanADTemp,'Color','b','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','MarkerSize',10)
plot(TrueTCTemp,MeanPaintTemp,'Color','r','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','MarkerSize',10
)
title('MgFGeO:Mn IR vs TC Temperature')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('IR Temperature (C)')
legend('TC','AD','Painted','Location','northwest')
hold off
figure
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EADTrue(22:105),'Color','b','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','Mark
erSize',15)
hold on
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EPaintTrue(22:105),'Color','r','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','M
arkerSize',15)
title('MgFGeO:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('AD','Painted')
hold off
figure
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EADTrue(22:105),'Color','b','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','Mark
erSize',15)
hold on
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EADMetalTrue(22:105),'Color','m','LineStyle','none','Marker','.',
'MarkerSize',15)
title('MFG:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature (AD Sample)')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('AD','AD Metal')
hold off
figure
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EPaintTrue(22:105),'Color','r','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','M
arkerSize',15)
hold on
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EPaintMetalTrue(22:105),'Color','g','LineStyle','none','Marker','
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.','MarkerSize',15)
title('MFG:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature (Painted Sample)')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('Painted','Painted Metal')
hold off
figure
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EADMetalTrue(22:105),'Color','m','LineStyle','none','Marker','.',
'MarkerSize',15)
hold on
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EPaintMetalTrue(22:105),'Color','g','LineStyle','none','Marker','
.','MarkerSize',15)
title('MFG:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('AD Metal','Painted Metal')
hold off
figure
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EADTrue(22:105),'Color','b','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','Mark
erSize',15)
hold on
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EADMetalTrue(22:105),'Color','m','LineStyle','none','Marker','.',
'MarkerSize',15)
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EPaintTrue(22:105),'Color','r','LineStyle','none','Marker','.','M
arkerSize',15)
plot(TrueTCTemp(22:105),EPaintMetalTrue(22:105),'Color','g','LineStyle','none','Marker','
.','MarkerSize',15)
title('MgFGeO:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('AD','AD Metal','Painted','Painted Metal')
hold off
ADMatrix=zeros();
PaintMatrix=zeros();
ADMetalMatrix=zeros();
PaintMetalMatrix=zeros();
TCMatrix=zeros();
clear AD
clear Paint
clear ADMetal
clear PaintMetal
clear err
clear ADStd
clear PaintStd
clear ADMetalStd
clear PaintMetalStd
clear TC
c=0;
for a=1:5
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c=1;
ADMatrix(a,c)=EADTrue(a);
PaintMatrix(a,c)=EPaintTrue(a);
ADMetalMatrix(a,c)=EADMetalTrue(a);
PaintMetalMatrix(a,c)=EPaintMetalTrue(a);
TCMatrix(a,c)=TrueTCTemp(a);
end
for a=7:11
c=2;
ADMatrix(a-6,c)=EADTrue(a);
PaintMatrix(a-6,c)=EPaintTrue(a);
ADMetalMatrix(a-6,c)=EADMetalTrue(a);
PaintMetalMatrix(a-6,c)=EPaintMetalTrue(a);
TCMatrix(a-6,c)=TrueTCTemp(a);
end
for a=12:16
c=3;
ADMatrix(a-11,c)=EADTrue(a);
PaintMatrix(a-11,c)=EPaintTrue(a);
ADMetalMatrix(a-11,c)=EADMetalTrue(a);
PaintMetalMatrix(a-11,c)=EPaintMetalTrue(a);
TCMatrix(a-11,c)=TrueTCTemp(a);
end
for a=17:21
c=3;
ADMatrix(a-16,c)=EADTrue(a);
PaintMatrix(a-16,c)=EPaintTrue(a);
ADMetalMatrix(a-16,c)=EADMetalTrue(a);
PaintMetalMatrix(a-16,c)=EPaintMetalTrue(a);
TCMatrix(a-16,c)=TrueTCTemp(a);
end
for a=22:5:101
c=c+1;
for b=1:5
h=[a a+1 a+2 a+3 a+4];
ADMatrix(b,c)=EADTrue(h(b));
PaintMatrix(b,c)=EPaintTrue(h(b));
ADMetalMatrix(b,c)=EADMetalTrue(h(b));
PaintMetalMatrix(b,c)=EPaintMetalTrue(h(b));
TCMatrix(b,c)=TrueTCTemp(h(b));
end
end
AD=mean(ADMatrix);
Paint=mean(PaintMatrix);
ADMetal=mean(ADMetalMatrix);
PaintMetal=mean(PaintMetalMatrix);
TC=mean(TCMatrix);
ADStd=std(ADMatrix);
PaintStd=std(PaintMatrix);
ADMetalStd=std(ADMetalMatrix);
PaintMetalStd=std(PaintMetalMatrix);
TCStd=std(TCMatrix);
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err(1,:)=ADStd./sqrt(5);
err(2,:)=PaintStd./sqrt(5);
err(3,:)=ADMetalStd./sqrt(5);
err(4,:)=PaintMetalStd./sqrt(5);
err(5,:)=TCStd./sqrt(5);
figure
errorbar(TC,AD,err(1,:),err(1,:),err(5,:),err(5,:))
hold on
errorbar(TC,ADMetal,err(3,:),err(3,:),err(5,:),err(5,:))
errorbar(TC,Paint,err(2,:),err(2,:),err(5,:),err(5,:))
errorbar(TC,PaintMetal,err(4,:),err(4,:),err(5,:),err(5,:))
title('MFG:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('AD','AD Metal','Painted','Painted Metal')
hold off
figure
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),AD(4:length(TC)),err(1,4:length(TC)),err(1,4:length(TC)),err(5,
4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','b')
hold on
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),Paint(4:length(TC)),err(2,4:length(TC)),err(2,4:length(TC)),err
(5,4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','r')
title('MgFGeO:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('AD','Painted')
hold off
figure
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),AD(4:length(TC)),err(1,4:length(TC)),err(1,4:length(TC)),err(5,
4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','b')
hold on
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),ADMetal(4:length(TC)),err(3,4:length(TC)),err(3,4:length(TC)),e
rr(5,4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','m')
title('MFG:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature (AD sample)')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('AD','AD Metal')
hold off
figure
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),Paint(4:length(TC)),err(2,4:length(TC)),err(2,4:length(TC)),err
(5,4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','r')
hold on
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),PaintMetal(4:length(TC)),err(4,4:length(TC)),err(4,4:length(TC)
),err(5,4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','g')
title('MFG:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature (Painted Sample)')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('Painted','Painted Metal')
hold off
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figure
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),ADMetal(4:length(TC)),err(3,4:length(TC)),err(3,4:length(TC)),e
rr(5,4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','m')
hold on
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),PaintMetal(4:length(TC)),err(4,4:length(TC)),err(4,4:length(TC)
),err(5,4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','g')
title('MFG:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('AD Metal','Painted Metal')
hold off
figure
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),AD(4:length(TC)),err(1,4:length(TC)),err(1,4:length(TC)),err(5,
4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','b')
hold on
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),ADMetal(4:length(TC)),err(3,4:length(TC)),err(3,4:length(TC)),e
rr(5,4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','m')
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),Paint(4:length(TC)),err(2,4:length(TC)),err(2,4:length(TC)),err
(5,4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','r')
errorbar(TC(4:length(TC)),PaintMetal(4:length(TC)),err(4,4:length(TC)),err(4,4:length(TC)
),err(5,4:length(TC)),err(5,4:length(TC)),'Color','g')
title('MgFGeO:Mn Emissivity vs TC Temperature')
xlabel('TC Temperature (C)')
ylabel('Emissivity (A.U.)')
legend('AD','AD Metal','Painted','Painted Metal')
hold off

Published with MATLAB® R2019b
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2. IR Spectral Response
2.1 AD Samples - Power Density Output

Figure 34. IR Spectral Response versus Floor Noise for the AD (left) YAG:Dy Sample and (right)
MFG:Mn Sample.

2.2 Painted Samples – Absolute Power Output

Figure 35. IR Spectral Response versus Floor Noise for the Painted (left) YAG:Dy Sample and
(right) MFG:Mn Sample.
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2.3 AD Samples – Absolute Power Output

Figure 36. IR Spectral Response versus Floor Noise for the AD (left) YAG:Dy Sample and (right)
MFG:Mn Sample.
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